Some Thoughts On The Mighty Bike
Once upon a time, not that long ago, I took part in a brainstorming session at the behest of some new

friends considering the possibilities of some then-yet-to-be-determined Objet-De-Ort that could add further
and complimentary sizzle to an already very cool space. The very cool space was described as a teaching park for
children learning the rules of traffic and safety when riding those emblematic and deeply representative symbols
of childhood itself: Bicycles.

A

fter some ruminations about the usual idea-fields where the green grass of concepts flourish, there came
a wise suggestion from horizons near which propelled thinking on the issue into an new and magical realm: This
structure should be something that kids, yea the target audience, would be invited aboard, there to invent freely
in that region of archetypal contentment and all possibilities, the precincts of the imagination.

A

s an interactive play structure, the project would encourage exactly the kinds of qualities we wish for in
children as they adventure forth, becoming civic individuals, learning the values of procedure and rules, alongside creative play and imaginative problem-solving. Y’know, climbing stuff!

And then it dropped out of the sky.--This is a bicycle-themed park, howabout a giant bicycle? But the

question loomed, what manner of same? A fantastical one, a banana-seat wheelie bike, larger than life, jet powered, with wings, room for passengers, compartments, a giant paper-route-basket balcony, and exploration tools
like a telescope, a listing horn, a decoder wheel. Straight out of the pages of a three-ring-binder notebook, the
way kids draw them, but this one became real.

How? Some breakdown in the Quantum Field Super-Positional Suspension Bridge of Disbelief? The fortu-

nate by-product of some Matter/Anti-What’s-The Matter Reaction? Not entirely certain at this point, but we’re
pretty sure that there is a back-story.

In the meantime, the very real-world
concerns of safety and low-maintenance
durability are being addressed, as well as
access and inclusivity in the forms and
associated visual elements.
The direct-fabricated model in
brazed steel rod and standard cross-sections is designed specifically to scale-up
well in standard steel shapes with a few
custom bends of tubing and rod, all
to be hot-dip-galvanized for superior
weatherability, High traffic areas are
protected by durable tread materials, and
attached rope structures present ample
grab points. Certain accessories and play
widgets are specified in stainless steel for
weatherability of bearing surfaces.
As the design process continues,
with the heroic contributions of Matt
Lero, we welcome input and suggestions
to further increase the magic.
Many Thanks.

–Matt Kirby
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Details We Like Exploring

It Becomes More Real 3d Renderings 1
Starting with the conceptual sculpture we added several elements to make it more
visually appealing, easily accessible and safer for children. It was important to
keep the clarity of the structure so added elements were a different color, texture
or material. These include HDPE panels with a CNC routed pattern, composite
wood decking and rope or net elements. We also wanted to create something that
allowed for more flexbile play rather than something very prescriptive.
We added a pair of
boulders to reduce
the relative height
of the tail portion
without introducing
another structure to the
composition

Climbing nets on the
front and the back give
children a path to the
seat. A rope net element
between the seat and the
wings surrounds it. The
struts and braceing of the
wings would also act like
monkey bars.

It Becomes Even More Real 3d Renderings 2
With some early feedback on the previous design and after visiting several parks
in the metro area we mades some revisions and arrived at the current design. We
were surprised to see that even in commercial play structures there were taller
elements that encourage adventurous play and allow for a perceived sense of
danger. While we think all ages could enjoy this we’ve designed it to used by 5-12
year olds which is similar to the intended age range of many of the example play
structures.
The boulders were
replaced with a
series of box-like
structures. These
would encourage
climbing by creating
“steps” up to the
wing and tail. They
would also reduce
the fall height and
provide another
opportunity for play.

An additional net
element was added
opposite the boxes
to give another
route to move along
the length of the
structure. Winglets
added at the tail and
the wing give users
a stable resting spot
and also help in the
climb up from the
net.

Once More with Context 3d Renderings 3

Viewed as part of a larger element the structure is visually interesting
enough to draw people in even with a commercial play ground structure
nearby. The material choices allow the “bike-ness” to remain and link it
to the surrounding bike streets. It is both a piece of art and a climbing
structure and will be a fantastic addition to the part.

An aerial view shows the
mulitple paths of travel over
the structure to reach the
seat and also clearly shows
the crow’s nest which is the
other main destination.
Giving users a high perch and
access to elements like the
kaleidoscope installed there.

